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How and when did S100A9 
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●Characterize Koala, Platypus and Echidna 
S100A9 activity.
●Reconstruct phylogenetic tree for S100A9
incorporating new modern day species
●Using site-directed mutagenesis, 
characterize how these mutations alter 
activity to identify important functionally 
related amino acids of S100A9
If data appear to match expectation:
The data supports the hypothesis that 
S100A9 evolved to more strongly activate 
TLR4 in the ancestor of marsupial 
mammals.
If data does not match expectation:
It shows that the hypothesis is not correct
and S100A9 evolution does not follow the 
evolutionary tree of life (species).
Blue: Previously collected results
Red: Speculated results
S100A9-mediated proinflammatory activation of the TLR4 
receptor can be measured by NF-kB output in HEK 293T cells.
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